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FIRM CONSTRUCTION — SUBCONTRACTOR PAYMENTS 
Statement by Minister for Finance 

DR A.D. BUTI (Armadale — Minister for Finance) [12.12 pm]: I rise to advise the house of the important work 
the McGowan government is doing to protect subcontractors working on government projects. We all understand 
the challenges being faced in the construction industry. The situation can be difficult for builders as they try to grapple 
with disruptions to supply chains, escalating prices and workforce shortages. Recent media reports have suggested 
that FIRM Construction is a builder facing these types of challenges. The Department of Finance has been working 
closely with FIRM Construction Pty Ltd to ensure that subcontractor obligations on government projects are fulfilled 
and those projects are delivered. Officers from my department have been proactively contacting subcontractors 
and then working with FIRM to validate invoices and assist with making these payments via project bank accounts. 
This reflects the important protections offered through project bank accounts, which are in place on all government 
projects above $1.5 million. We are also ensuring that projects such as the Wellard Village primary school can 
continue with minimal disruption to subbies, local families and future students. McCorkell Constructions has been 
appointed to continue the delivery of the school so that students and staff can commence on day one of 2023. The 
new contract includes a requirement to engage as many ex–FIRM subcontractors as possible. 
In relation to other government projects with FIRM Construction, we are continuing to work through any issues. 
The issue of protecting subcontractors, who are generally small and local businesses, is important to our government. 
The McGowan government is focused on introducing industry-wide reforms to provide stronger security of payment 
protections for small and local business. The first stage of these reforms commenced in August this year, when the 
Building and Construction Industry (Security of Payment) Act 2021 took effect. This first stage expands contractors’ 
rights to claim regular payments to avoid large outstanding invoices. It also delivers more structure and transparency 
to payments and an effective dispute resolution pathway to recover money owed. Further security of payment 
reforms will be implemented from February 2023 and February 2024. These stages will include a mandatory retention 
trust scheme, fairer contracting practices and expanded powers against unscrupulous registered builders. The 
McGowan government is proud to deliver these important reforms to ensure greater payment protections across 
the contracting chain. 
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